
Scots should prepare for more tax rises in coming years  

A potato crisp maker in East Anglia is having to invest in new machinery to chop and peel the spuds. 
The job used to be done by workers from Eastern Europe. But these are less keen to come to the UK 
since Brexit, and so the supply of cheap labour has been cut. The business has had to buy the 
machine in Britain in case parts were subject to import tariffs further down the line. 

The story was told by a US paper a few weeks ago – it was meant to be a doom and gloom piece on 
how British business was already being damaged by Brexit. 

But of course there’s another way at looking at this story. Instead of relying on cheap foreign 
workers to grow, the business is investing in new machinery and having to do more with the people 
it’s got. Becoming more productive, in other words. 

The irony is that, with Brexit, British business may be becoming a bit more European. The French 
economy, for example, is about the same size as ours. But French workers are more productive and 
French businesses invest more, mainly because employing people is more expensive. The flip side in 
France is that unemployment is also much higher. 

For twenty years or more the British model has been to grow the economy by growing the 
population. We have got richer overall, but average earnings have barely increased. 

Brexit might herald a change in all that, with the side effect being not high unemployment as in 
France, but less immigration. 

You can’t make bricks without straw, however. If businesses are to grow through investment, they 
need skilled workers who can become more efficient. Here again there are grounds for hope. There 
is evidence that the root and branch reforms of English schools undertaken by both the Blair and 
Cameron governments are staring to bear fruit.  

Last month an international study of pupil literacy (PIRLS – the Progress in International Reading 
Literacy Study) showed English and Northern Irish schools doing much better, reflecting a trend in 
such studies that has gathered pace in recent years. 

Meanwhile, in the UK budget, official forecasts of productivity were downgraded, and this had a 
major impact on projections for growth and therefore taxes. These predictions were based on recent 
experience, but a lot of economists are starting to think that Britain might have a much brighter 
economic future based on higher skills and investment. 

Here in Scotland there is sadly less cause for hope. Last month’s Scottish budget was set against a 
background of truly dismal official forecasts. The Scottish Fiscal Commission – set up in 2014 to 
provide an unbiased assessment of our prospects – predicts growth of less than 1% a year for the 
next 5 years. 

And the evidence shows that the basic ingredient of success – a skilled workforce – is not improving 
here as it is in other parts of the UK. The Scottish Government withdrew from PIRLS some years ago 
in embarrassment, but other international surveys show our schools stagnant or in decline. 

The scene seems set for continued poor growth north of border for years to come. And, with more 
taxes devolved, Scotland’s public services are ever more reliant on revenues generated by Scottish 
businesses and workers. The SNP’s response last week was to double down on failure by raising 
taxes, a short term fix that will damage the economy further and worsen the problem long term. A 



nasty viscous circle beckons. Scottish taxpayers can expect more bad news from SNP budgets to 
come, at least until the next Holyrood election. 


